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ABSTRACT

The information technology sector is characterized by a dynamic environment with layoffs, although concurrently generating potential opportunities. To absorb unpredicted and hasty occupational shocks amid such volatility as well as possibilities, human capital in Indian IT industry have been striving hard to construct their capabilities that emanate from career adaptability. Current research endeavors to measure career adaptability and linkage with turnover intentions, career satisfaction, and job performance in the context of the Indian IT sector. Data were gathered from 401 Indian IT professionals. The findings revealed that career adaptability has a negative impact on turnover intention and positive impact on career satisfaction. Turnover intentions of Indian IT professionals are due to their career adaptability. Finally, a profound knowledge of the association of career adaptability with turnover intentions may facilitate us in discovering techniques to assist human capital in guiding the growingly multifarious career path, thus forestalling turnover intention and enhancing satisfaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Indian IT sector employs 4.4 million people. During 2019-20, it generated approximately 2 lakh new jobs (NASSCOM, 2020), thereby becoming one of the highest sector employers. On one hand, jobs generated by the IT sector have amazingly changed the lives of its workforce, offering better pay, a possibility for an overseas trip, and sustaining superior quality of life (Upadhya, 2008). In contrast, instability and suspicions drawn from technological advancements and business volatility create hazards for employment prospects (Verma & Agarwal, 2017). Indian IT sector has been encountering a variety of challenges recently. Automaton and modern technologies such as Cloud, Azure, and Aws have caused an enormous fall in the number of jobs. Furthermore, occurrences of dot-com failure, stringent visa rules, and digital technologies provide additional challenges for present jobholders within the IT sector.

Overall human capital has a significant impact on the financial performance of IT organizations (Gupta and Raman, 2021). For the sustainability of the Indian IT industry, there is a need to focus on career determinants as it impacts employee engagement (Kumari, 2021). What differentiates
the scenario of the IT sector from other sectors is the faster speed of technological evolution as compared to the expansion of skills in human capital. Skills scarcity is predicted owing to the disparity between skills development and technological advancement (McLaughlin et al., 2012), resulting in an enormous deficiency of skilled human capital that can support emerging technologies (Imran et al., 2019). Furthermore, IT professionals in India do not seem to have adequate skill sets to meet this demand of enormous re-skilling themselves in exponential technologies swiftly. The management of IT organizations has been pursuing various strategies to “up-skill and cross-skill” their workforce. However, it is a lack of resources awareness on the latest technologies and employees are not willing to work beyond their comfort zone to learn according to the emerging technologies for their cross-skills (Ramasamy and Reddy, 2018). Though the instability in the IT industry might imperil the careers of various professionals, it concurrently creates better opportunities going forward. Operating in this unpredictable environment of job prospects, IT professionals in India have gradually become skilled at shaping their careers through overcoming threats they face. Such as, the workforce was found to be engaged in self-initiated up-skilling amid the latest technological developments (Khatri, 2017). In literature, such willingness to tackle the volatile alterations due to transformations in the jobs and transformations at the workplace, proactively taking part in the work-role, and still finding the way amid a dynamic and erratic environment is identified as career adaptability (Bimrose & Hearne, 2012).

This study aims to uncover how career adaptability can bring changes in the professional attitude at the workplace in the context of the Indian IT industry, a topic that has not gathered much focus indeed, although career adaptability can be a crucial factor in the survival of IT workforce amidst high market turbulence of IT industry. Merely a small number of newspapers and consulting firms published its importance in the Indian IT industry as far as revamping skills, learning, and knowledge to tackle uncertainty is concerned (The Hindu, 2017; India Today, 2018). The turnover rate of the Indian IT industry was 14.6% and 15.1% during the fiscal year 2018 (Statista, 2021). This demonstrates that the Indian IT industry has been encountering turnover challenges. Hence, research on factors that impact intentions to leave will assist IT managers to recognize the root causes and retain the workforce. Therefore, this study evaluated the factors of turnover intention to mitigate the risk of inadequate skill supplies in the Indian IT industry. Job satisfaction is a critical aspect of any profession; however, it continues to be uncharted territory in the literature on the IT industry in India. Possibly, existing studies express that career satisfaction is mostly related to the concept of pay satisfaction in the Indian IT sector context. Researches on turnover intentions are imperative to differentiate stayers from leavers and career adaptability can be an important factor influencing turnover intentions among IT practitioners.

Focus on career adaptability has been meager in the literature in the context of IT professionals in India. This research aims to bridge this gap by evaluating career adaptability and its relationships with turnover intentions and career satisfaction along with job performance. In this context, career adaptability, turnover intentions, career satisfaction, and job performance appear pertinent and opportune for determining Indian IT professionals’ competitive advantage in the international market. Therefore, to highlight such relevant, but unexplored concepts, present research endeavors to discover an association of career adaptability with turnover intention, career satisfaction, and job performance in the context of the Indian IT industry.

The paper has been structured according to the recommendations of Misra (2021) regarding the professional presentation of an article related to the ICT discipline in terms of its main components. First of all, the introduction is presented followed by a literature review. Consequently, the conceptual background is outlined and hypotheses are formulated. Then research methods used in this study are detailed. Next data analysis and results are illustrated. Subsequently, the research findings are discussed. Afterward, implications are highlighted. Further, limitations are outlined and recommendations are provided for future research. Finally, conclusions are drawn from the research.
2. SURVEY OF LITERATURE

Human and organizational factors are frequently ignored in software engineering since its association with software development is compound to scrutinize and engross various areas. Fernández-Sanz et al. (2016) reviewed the influence of human and organizational factors on software quality and concluded that a sustained effort on researching human and organizational factors is necessary for informed decisions on software quality. This research confirmed that human and organizational factors are frequently more influential in terms of costs and effects than many other technical subjects expansively researched.

Fernández-Sanz et al. (2017) emphasized the need for soft skills for complementing technical skills in today’s multinational workplaces. The survey of 123 experts from 45 different nations has established the existence of soft skills. Findings have also revealed connections between explicit cultural indicators of Hofstede and preference for some soft skills.

Carmen, Fernández-Sanz, and Misra (2013) explained the role of the CIO (Chief Information Officer) position in the organizations and the requirements for candidates. This research compared the requirements presented in various research works to determine the most valuable skills for successful performance as a CIO. The authors emphasized the significance of non-technical skills (particularly soft skills) as the main determinant of professional performance.

2.1. Career Adaptability

According to career construction theory (CCT), career adaptability (CA) is an essential component. CA characterizes the readiness and capacity of people to harmonize with occupational challenges and alterations (Savickas, 2005). CA assist employees to fight several occupational problems through achieving synergy among self, identity, as well as the environment (Savickas, 2005; Bimrose & Hearne, 2012). CA is exemplified through numerous manners in literature, e.g., realism, information, decision making, exploration, and planning. Nonetheless, the concept of CA is comprehensively described in Savickas’s (2002, 2005) CCT.

Researchers revealed the importance of CA aggregately and through its diverse resources in outlining employees’ occupational paths. Researchers also demonstrated the role of adaptability in forecasting diverse aspects of a career like professional identity (Porfeli & Savickas, 2012; Merino-Tejedor et al., 2016). Additionally, CA altogether was found to enhance job satisfaction among lower-ranked Chinese workers (Chan & Mai, 2015). In a study conducted in the USA and the Netherlands, every day all resources (4Cs) of CA were reported to predict job satisfaction in the assorted workforce. Job satisfaction was also found to have positive relations with each of the CA resources in the workforce operating in diverse firms in China (Guan et al., 2015).

2.2. Turnover Intention

Turnover intention (TOI) describes an employees’ penchant to seek out different employment options and is believed to be a vital determinant of a company’s real turnover (Sommer & Haug, 2011). TOI is a significant predictor of voluntary behavior of quitting the job (Jha, 2009). TOI merits exploration and examination because it replicates the behavioral outcomes of the workforce due to its connection with the real exit behavior of human capital (Sommer & Haug, 2011). The theory of reasoned action (Azjen et al., 2009) states that intention to demonstrate behavior can affect an employees’ decision to display that behavior. This specifies that evaluating intentions might mirror an employees’ real future behavior.

Numerous studies on the TOI of human capital in the IT industry have been conducted globally (Samgnanakkan, 2010; Cho & Xu, 2012). In international IT careers, aspects like perceived occupational options, better job opportunities elsewhere, career satisfaction, and job stress were the main causes for TOI (Joseph et al., 2007). Omar & Tajudeen (2020) conducted a study on ICT professionals in Malaysia to ascertain an association of CA and career commitment with TOI (Omar & Tajudeen, 2020). Omar (2018) conducted a study on ICT professionals in Malaysia for observing the influence of CA and happiness at the workplace on TOI (Omar 2018). In the IT sector, the turnover rate is growing because of stiff competition among rivals (TINYpulse, 2016). IT professionals’
turnover rate especially in South East Asia is projected to be high from 2016 onwards because of many opportunities offered to qualified applicants. Researchers need to explore such turnover issues, appraisal of TOI is appropriate because it might indicate the reasons behind exit (Azjen et al., 2009). Earlier findings have demonstrated that employees with high TOI frequently display poor performance and high absenteeism rates.

In the context of the Indian IT industry, TOI was associated with attractive job alternatives as per salary expectations, competencies, and knowledge (Ghapanchi & Aurum, 2011), creative career, and salary dissatisfaction.

2.3. Career Satisfaction

Inequity between expected and present working conditions diminishes career satisfaction (CS). CS is believed to be the critical predictor (Ng et al., 2005) of subjective career success manifested through workforces’ affective attitude towards their job (Gattiker & Larwood, 1988). Professionals with higher CA can approach certain aspects of their occupation more positively—for instance, by appraising their job challenges as opportunities, instead of threats, thereby causing the development of extra skills—that might result in a high level of carrier satisfaction.

Studies on worldwide IT professionals showed a variety of internal and external parameters of CS. Personality attributes such as extraversion, openness, emotional resilience, and assertiveness were a few of the internal factors (Lounsbury et al., 2007). Professional development, organizational skills and knowledge, supportive supervisors, and career anchors were external factors (Wickramasinghe & Jayaweera, 2010; Mahatanankoon, 2007). In the context of the Indian IT sector, CS may relate with work-life balance (Rani et al., 2011), perceived organization support (Johri, 2015), and constant training, development, and learning (Manjula & Balachandra, 2017).

2.4. Job Performance

Researchers generally acknowledge that positive career adaptive resources are associated with job performance (JP) (Wright, 2003; Luthans, 2002; Cameron and Caza, 2004). Employees having a positive outlook tend to acknowledge their identities and to create a more constructive image of themselves and this consequently converts into higher JP. Similarly, life satisfaction (Wright and Cropanzano, 2000; DeLuga and Mason, 2000), as well as optimism (Luthans et al., 2007; Kluemper et al., 2009), are connected with higher JP through the development of tolerance to resiliency, helpfulness, and anxiety.

3. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES

Career construction theory (CCT) is the foundation of this study. CCT theory states that employees construct their careers from occupational demeanor (Savickas, 2005). Consistent with CCT, recognizing actions essential to make suitable preferences, and effectively surviving occupational transformations, is critical to prolonging a professional career (Savickas, 2002; 2005). According to CCT (Savickas, 2013), CA is an adaptability resource that might affect constructs regarding adapting responses along with results of adaptation (Johnston, 2018; Rudolph et al., 2017). CA findings earlier were related to work and career success; for instance, intentions to leave and job satisfaction (Chan & Mai, 2015).

One of the postulates of the CCT was that adaptation responses could act as a mediator in the association of CA with the constructs that fall under adapting results like TOI (Rudolph et al., 2017). CA implies the deliberation of a transformation. CA might be self-starting in response to dissatisfaction in employment. Thus, employees frequently search for changing several facets of their present state of affairs, and involvement in CA is essential in this process. Any change in an organization entails an alteration for the workforce in terms of career transition. Consequently, career transitions arguably prompt employees’ CA, futuristic career behaviors focused on managing internal as well as external career requirements that aid employees become self-sufficient career makers. This presumption, though, has not been examined empirically yet. This study hypothesizes that a threatening career
changeover, prompts an individual’s career-adaptive reaction, and this reaction comes back at an individual’s workplace in the form of turnover intentions (Figure I). Fig. I depicts the proposed model.

**Figure 1. Proposed model**
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Literature makes it quite evident that IT professionals’ TOI is a major challenge in human capital management. Moreover, the international presence of India has been highlighted through IT professionals, hence focusing on their CA, CS, TOI, and JP can provide useful occupational information. Consequently, based on the theoretical background, we propose our model to inspect how CA is connected with IT professionals’ occupational aspects of CS, TOI, and JP.

### 3.1. Career Adaptability and Turnover Intentions

Several empirical research works have presented the association of CA with lower TOI (Guan et al., 2015). Regarding TOI, literature demonstrated that CA displayed positive as well as negative relationships. On one hand, Chan and Mai (2015) pointed out that the CA of junior personnel in China negatively predicted their TOI. In a research conducted in Malaysia, results demonstrated that CA reduced TOI in Information and Communication Technology employees. One study’s findings revealed that a high level of CA (in particular curiosity) predicted a high level of TOI and contemplate other job options by Brazilian employees. CA resources (4Cs) were also found to have negative relationships with TOI among the Chinese workforce (Guan et al., 2015). For this research, the appraisal of the factors leading to TOI is within the domain of the IT industry.

Moreover, CA creates cognizance in human capital regarding their occupational decisions (Bimrose & Brown, 2015). Therefore, in the prevalent dynamic environment, IT professionals in India perhaps contemplate staying in the same job as a cogent step. Furthermore, IT firms in India have been engaged in maximizing workforce competencies to organize the modern changing business requirements (Kumar, 2015). It might inspire IT professionals to work in the same company as a way to grow in their careers. Hence, this study assumes that the adaptable behavior of Indian IT professionals might curb their intention to leave. Similar results have been reported in various nations in Asia too (Omar, 2018; Omar & Tajudeen, 2020; Chan & Mai, 2015). Thus, this study examines the affiliation of CA with TOI in the IT sector context:

**H1:** CA is negatively associated with TOI.
3.2. Career Adaptability and Career Satisfaction

Rossier et al. (2012) combined 4 elements related to CAAS (Career Adapt-Abilities Scale) into a solo construct. CA has been conceptualized in the form of a solitary construct in the literature and it was reported that a superior CA score is linked to increased levels of career satisfaction (Fiori et al., 2015). A small number of studies related CA with job and CS. Career success has characteristically incorporated subjective versus objective career success (Ng et al., 2005). Explicitly, subjective success describes employees’ personal opinions concerning professional achievement, like career satisfaction (Greenhaus et al., 1990).

Amid socio-political, economical, and technological uncertainties, IT professionals in India have to prove their worth to stay employable and design a flourishing career graph. According to CCT, such efforts become obvious through CA which makes employees flexible and competent in achieving professional development. These facets are evident by the reports from media which reveal Indian IT professionals’ positive attitude along with their initiatives for tackling future computerization, digitalization, and other work-related issues (Malik & Garg, 2018). Such futuristic and independent moves for going up in the hierarchy might suggest career adaptability, enhancing performance, in this manner escalating career satisfaction. Previous researches have shown that CA is positively associated with CS (Chan & Mai, 2015). Therefore, this study anticipates that overall CA in Indian IT human capital enhances their CS. Previous researches demonstrated that CA is positively associated with CS (Chan & Mai, 2015). Therefore, we propose:

H2: CA is positively related to CS.

3.3. Career Adaptability and Job Performance

The link between CA and JP has seldom been examined in prior studies (Fugate et al., 2004). Few studies related CA with positive outcomes e.g., job performance. Also a small number of researches linked CA with loyalty and higher job search behaviors (Klehe et al., 2011); lower work stress; salary (Guan et al., 2015); happiness (Guan et al., 2013). CA is central to human resources (Savickas & Porfeli, 2012); crucially encouraging for the attainment of job objectives. CA facilitates the workforce to acquire individual accountability for their growth and development by demonstrating self-control. Additionally, adaptive individuals are likely to think that they can convert their career aspirations into reality, effectively resolve their issues, and conquer challenges (Savickas & Porfeli, 2012). Moreover, resource theory described CA in the form of the main instrument for accomplishing organizational performance. Therefore, individuals with higher CA are competent and motivated in existing and upcoming tasks and accomplish a higher level of job performance. CA is the crucial aspect for organizational adaptability as well as individual adaptive behavior that might enhance workplace performance (Jundt et al., 2015). Accordingly, we hypothesize:

H3: CA is positively associated with JP.

4. RESEARCH METHODS

4.1. Sample

A web-based questionnaire was sent to the IT professionals working in India for conducting the survey. Voluntary participation was sought. Survey data was gathered during March-April 2021. For data acquisition, 737 IT professionals were approached and 401 usable responses were received. Thus, the effective response rate was 54.4%. To ensure that the questions asked in the survey were understandable and clear to the respondents, the questionnaire was pilot-tested on 52 IT professionals. The responses from pilot testing were not included in the final data analysis.
4.2. Measures

For all the measures, participants provided their ratings against each item on a Likert scale with 5 points ranging from —‘strongly agree’ = 5 to ‘strongly disagree’ = 1.

4.2.1. Turnover Intentions

TOI was assessed through a 4-item scale (O’Reilly et al., 1991).” It measures a professional’s intent to leave the current job/employer. An example question is: “I will search for job opportunities to work for a different organization next year.” The reliability of the overall scale in this study was 0.91.

4.2.2. Career Satisfaction

Greenhaus et al. (1990) constructed a standard 5-item scale and it was employed to assess CS for this research. It is very reliable and measures CS. An example item includes: “I am satisfied with the improvements made for achieving my objectives for advancement”. The reliability of the overall scale in this study was 0.87.

4.2.3. Job Performance

Motowidlo & Scotter (1994) constructed a 3-item scale which was employed to conduct supervisors’ survey for assessing IT professionals’ JP for this research. The supervisors appraised the JP of each IT professional who participated in the survey on a Likert scale with 5 points ranging from — ‘very low’ = 1 to ‘excellent’= 5. Three items included: “contribution to unit effectiveness”, “compared with others of the same rank,” and “concerning standards for job performance.” The reliability of the overall scale in this study was 0.84.

4.2.4. Career Adaptability

24-item CAAS Scale (Savickas and Porfeli, 2012) has been employed for measuring CA for this research. This scale consisting of all 4 dimensions of confidence, curiosity, control, and concern has been validated in prior researches. Sample items for each dimension include: confidence — “I take care to do things well”, curiosity — “I explore my environment”, control — “I make decisions by myself”, and concern— “I think about my future”. The reliability of the overall scale in this study was 0.81.

5. DATA ANALYSES AND STUDY RESULTS

5.1. Descriptive Data and Correlations Analysis

Table I summarizes the descriptive figures along with correlations among variables. The average age of 401 IT professionals who participated in the survey was 31.5 years. Out of the sample of 401 IT professionals, 224 were males (55.9%) and 177 were females (44.1%). Mean tenure (in IT professionals’ present companies) was 1.91 years. Our data set was found to be in a normal distribution with kurtosis as well as skewness of each variable within the range of ±2 (Kline, 2005). The correlation statistics illustrate initial support for the proposed hypotheses—i.e., CA was negatively related to TOI (r = −0.28, 1% significance level); positively related to CS (r = .44, 1% significance level). Likewise, CA related positively to JP (r = .38, 1% significance level).

Correspondingly, Table I illustrates that each of the AVE’s square root values is higher than the correlation coefficients among constructs employed for this research, thus implying superior discriminant validity.

5.2. Reliability and Validity Analysis

EFA was performed using SPSS. AMOS was employed for investigating the measurement model of constructs employing CFA. The data set was found to be in a normal distribution, in line with suppositions for EFA. The normality of data was evaluated by validating the normal distribution of each variable using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A single-factor test of Harman was performed
to ascertain that our data is free from common method variance and it reported the single factor explaining 19.77% of the total variance. So, common method variance was not found.

Discriminant validity is ascertained where the value of MSV, as well as, ASV is lower than the value of AVE, reliability is ascertained where CR exceeds 0.7, and convergent validity is ascertained where AVE value for every variable exceeds 0.5 (Hair et al., 2010). Table II demonstrates that each measure used is valid as well as reliable, e.g., the AVE value for each variable is greater than .5, displaying a good convergent validity; CR is higher than 0.7, displaying good reliability; and AVE is higher than MSV and ASV, implying good discriminant validity.

### Table 1. Descriptive statistics (n = 401)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Avg. (SD)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Sex</td>
<td>1.44 (0.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Age</td>
<td>31.5 (4.69)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Education</td>
<td>2.41 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Tenure</td>
<td>1.91 (0.25)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Career Adaptability</td>
<td>3.66 (0.74)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Turnover Intentions</td>
<td>2.82 (0.88)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>–0.06</td>
<td>–0.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>–0.28**</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Career Satisfaction</td>
<td>3.05 (1.15)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
<td>0.44**</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Job Performance</td>
<td>3.47 (0.70)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–0.06</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.38**</td>
<td>–0.22**</td>
<td>0.21**</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sex: 2=female, 1=male  
Education: 1 = diploma/certificate, 2 = bachelor, 3 = master, 4 = PhD  
Age figures are in number of years.  
Tenure: 1 < 3 years, 2 >3 years  
Significance level: *p < .05 and **p < .01

5.3. Hypotheses Testing

Results specified that overall CA negatively and significantly predicted TOI ($\beta = .38, p < .01$). CA was positively associated with CS ($\beta = .41, I\% significance level$), and JP ($\beta = .19, 5\% significance level$).

Above findings support Hypothesis 1, 2 and 3.

Structural model displayed a suitable fit to data with $\chi^2/df = 3.73$, RMSEA = 0.06, CFI = .92, and TLI = .91 (Table III). Furthermore, current research evaluated construct validity through CFA utilizing AMOS. For appraising the model’s goodness of fit, we measured the following fit indices: CFI, TLI, RMSEA, and $\chi^2/df$. RMSEA score should be lower than 0.08 along with TLI and CFI scores exceeding 0.9 (Hair et al., 2010).
6. DISCUSSION

To understand CA’s role in reducing TOI of IT professionals in the dynamic environment of the Indian IT industry, a model that investigated the associations among four constructs: CA, TOI, CS, and JP was developed and tested. Although studies on CA are swiftly increasing, researches on such vital occupational element are inadequate in the context of the Indian IT industry characterized by instability and technological advancements. In the backdrop of such inevitable changes, CA plays a crucial role of a liberator. Consequently, the CA quotient of IT professionals in India is required to be determined, recognized, and developed. Hence, current research provides empirical evidence concerning the functioning of CA in Indian IT professionals’ occupational domains. How CA might assist in predicting Indian IT professionals’ TOI, CS and JP were investigated in the research.

The findings demonstrate a negative association of IT professionals’ CA with TOI. This finding is similar to prior studies where CA was found to have a significant impact on TOI (Omar & Tajudeen, 2020; Omar, 2018; Chan & Mai, 2015). In agreement with prior researches (Shafique et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Boamah & Laschinger, 2016), CA significantly predicted TOI. So it can be inferred that an employee with a higher career adaptability level has a lower level of turnover intention.

In congruence with earlier studies, the current research revealed that adaptability was necessary for creating CS (Chan & Mai, 2015). CA relates positively to CS, this finding is also in line with CCT. It suggests that IT employees with higher CA might acquire higher psychological characteristics and competence to effectively adapt and control the varying professional challenges of the Indian IT sector. Overall, CA helps IT professionals get ready to handle upcoming challenges and changes leading to CS.

Probably aspiring to gain in the long run describes IT practitioners’ expectation to maximize their skills and abilities, matching with quickly rising digital requirements and business challenges. This may, sequentially, enhance involvement in employee development programs that increases self-efficiency and self-conviction, thus strengthening self-reliance to survive unexpected occupational changes. Hence, participating in valuable activities concerning professional success might boost the CS of adaptable IT professionals.

IT professionals’ CA fosters their accountability and resolve towards their careers, facilitate IT practitioners to achieve compatible professional objectives, and advances to obtain pertinent expertise. These factors may augment occupational performance, therefore creating career satisfaction.

Table 3. Results of hypotheses testings (n = 401)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1: Overall CA's impact on TI, CS and JP</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Standard beta coefficient $\beta$</th>
<th>Standard error $SE$</th>
<th>Critical ratio $CR$</th>
<th>Model Fit</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H1: CA à TI (−)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6.69**</td>
<td>Support H1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H2: CA à CS (+)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>7.22**</td>
<td>Support H2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H3: CA à JP (+)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2.87*</td>
<td>Support H3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\chi^2$/df, CFI, TLI, RMSEA

3.73 0.92 0.91 0.06

Regression coefficients significant at *$p < 0.05$; **$p < 0.01$
The findings revealed that CA was positively related to supervisor-rated JP. CA as an individual capability was found to be predicting JP significantly. This is consistent with the research carried out on the Chinese workforce by Haibo et al. (2017).

Since CA helps IT professionals adapt to the dynamic environment of IT organizations and knowing the significance of CA for employees (Sony & Mekoth, 2016; Safavi & Karatepe, 2018; Karatepe & Olugbade, 2017), we anticipate that results can be generalized to IT organizations in other countries.

6.1 Implications

This research enriches the extant literature in the IT sector, by describing how CA forms the occupational outlook of IT professionals. Hence current study endeavors to gain the focus of researchers toward this significant event in the background of a dynamic environment with a large turnover rate in the IT sector. Recognizing the influence of CA on Indian IT practitioners’ CS and TI reflects the distinctiveness of every resource as recommended by CCT. This investigation can direct researchers to understand the conceptualization of career construction and infer new knowledge into IT employees’ professional development. In addition, early validation of the CAAS scale to measure CA prepares a roadmap for its execution in the context of the Indian IT sector. The findings could assist in comprehending and nurturing the skills of human capital in the IT sector in India.

CA positively predicted IT professionals’ supervisor-rated JP. This finding has a crucial implication for institutional and employee career planning and management. For IT firms, this finding presents empirical proof regarding the importance of CA in enhancing IT professionals’ JP. Professionals with high CA will probably have a high level of JP.

It is substantiated that CA generates a feeling of happiness and CS. In this concern, HR managers can take some initiatives to strengthen CA in IT professionals. In addition to resolving workforce issues and amplifying their beliefs, importance should be placed on enhancing CA, assimilating jointly to hasten IT employees’ CS. As far as individual careers are concerned, CA promotes an employee’s subjective career success in the form of CS. Thus, the CA is a critical determinant of CS of employees. Therefore, IT professionals need to focus on CA for accomplishing larger success in their career progression. Additionally, IT companies and individuals can construct career progression systems collectively based on CA in the promotion of CA-based development-oriented psychological contracts.

As Indian IT professionals symbolize a global identity, the current study can provide valuable information for managing human capital worldwide. It may aid Western managers to comprehend and administer cross-cultural groups encompassing Indian practitioners in better ways. Current research can assist the academicians particularly those associated with IT programs to incorporate adaptability competencies in their pedagogy for producing a human capital capable of adapting in their career.

6.2 Limitations and Recommendations

The first limitation is that the present research is cross-sectional. Hence it might not explain causal associations of CA with TOI, CA, JP. Therefore, future researchers are recommended to carry out longitudinal research for demonstrating causality. Second, the current study exhibits merely a straight association between CA and TOI, CS, JP. Resources of CA such as confidence, curiosity, control, and concern are not included in this study. Therefore, future researchers are recommended to explore the resources of CA to offer valuable insights for gaining a competitive advantage in the context of the IT workforce in India.

7. CONCLUSION

Establishing advanced goals, communicating feedback, articulating belief in their capabilities, encouraging independent thoughts and decision-making might inculcate CA in the Indian workforce. These dimensions probably enhance their job performance, amplify productivity, supplement CS and retention factors. Additionally, findings will assist human resource management of IT institutions as well as autonomous career professionals to augment the vocational success of their organizational
members and clients confronting with dissatisfaction in their careers. Similarly, when firms develop counseling and training programs, more emphasis should be placed on advancing individuals’ CA to enhance the value of such programs.

This is one of the few studies describing how career adaptability forms the occupational outlook of IT professionals. Current research expands the literature on the IT workforce by demonstrating how CA predicts TOI, CS, and JP. Results have established that CA enhances CS and JP. Results of the present study are invaluable to organizations and professionals by rendering a realistic comprehension of CA to determine the professional outlook of Indian IT professionals, who are the prospective propeller of the nation’s development, further than tackling recurrent career instability in constantly changing Indian IT sector.
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